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ABSTRACT 

WiMAX, the Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, is a 

telecommunications technology aimed at providing wireless data over long distances 

in a variety of ways, from point-to-point links to full mobile cellular type access. It is 

based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, which is also called Wire IessMAN. The name 

WiMAX was created by the WiMAX Forum, which was formed in June 2001 to 

promote conformance and interoperability of the standard. The forum describes 

WiMAX as a standards-based technology enabling the delivery of last mile wireless 

broadband access as an alternative to cable and DSL. This Final Year Project attempts 

to simulate via Simulink, the working mechanism of a WiMAX testbed that includes 

a transmitter, channel and receiver. This undertaking will involve the baseband 

physical radio link. Rayleigh channel model together with frequency and timing 

offsets are introduced to the system and a blind receiver will attempt to correct these 

offsets and provide channel equalization. The testbed will use the Double Sliding 

Window for timing offset synchronization and the Schmid! & Cox algorithm for 

Fractional Frequency Offset estimation. The Integer Frequency Offset 

synchronization is achieved via correlation of the incoming preamble with its local 

copy whereas Residual Carrier Fr~quency Offset is estimated using the L th extension 

method. A linear Channel Estimator is added and combined with all the other blocks 

to form the testbed. From the results, this testbed matches the standard requirements 

for the BER when SNR is 18dB or higher. At these SNRs, the receiver side of the 

testbed is successful in performing the required synchronization and obtaining the 

same data sent. Sending data with SNR lower than 18dB compromises its 

performance as the channel equalizer is non-linear. This project also takes the first 

few steps of hardware implementation by using Real Time Workshop to convert the 

Simulink model into C codes which run outside MATLAB. In addition, the Double 

Sliding Window and Schmid! & Cox blocks are converted to Xilinx blocks and 

proven to be working like their Simulink counterparts. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The predominant mass-market broadband access technologies of today include DSL, 

which delivers broadband over twisted-pair telephone wires and cable modem, which 

delivers broadband over coaxial cable TV plant. Both of these technologies typically 

provide up to few megabits per second of data to each user and continue to make 

advances of up to several tens of megabits possible. Worldwide, the number of 

broadband users is more than 200 million and is projected to grow beyond 400 

million by 2010 [1]. 

The overwhelming response in using broadband access comes because it not 

only provides faster Web surfing and quicker video downloads; it also enables several 

multimedia applications such as real-time audio and video streaming, multimedia 

conferencing and interactive gaming. Broadband are also being used for video 

telephony using VoiP technology and advanced systems such as FTTH and VDSL 

that enables applications such as HDTV and VoD [1]. 

The availability of a wireless solution will definitely accelerate the growth of 

broadband usage [15]. Broadband wireless brings the broadband experience to the 

wireless context and there are basically two different types of broadband wireless 

service. The first attempts to provide a set of services similar to that of the traditional 

fixed-line broadband but using wireless as a medium of transmission. This is known 

as fixed wireless broadband. The second type is mobile broadband and offers the 

additional functionality of portability, nomadicity and mobility. WiMAX is designed 

to accommodate for both fixed and mobile applications [4]. 
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1.1 WiMAX- An Answer To Broadband Wireless Access 

WiMAX is a standards-based technology that promises broadband connectivity 

without the need for direct LOS between subscriber terminals and a single BTS will 

suffice to serve hundreds of users [17]. It will help accelerate the introduction of 

wireless broadband equipment into the marketplace, speeding up last-mile broadband 

deployment worldwide by enabling service providers to increase system performance 

and reliability while reducing their equipment costs and investment risks. 

Due to its wireless nature, the most outstanding advantage of WiMAX 

compared to traditional wireline such as DSL and cable modem is its low cost of 

installation and maintenance, enabling it to serve as a launch pad for companies to 

build networks at areas left out due to geographical or physical obstacles [15, 17]. 

Therefore, broadband wireless access can extend networks to areas which are too 

remote or difficult to reach where it has been economically unfeasible before [10]. 

Furthermore, networks can be created in a short time by a small number of BTS to 

create high-capacity wireless access systems. 

WiMAX can provide BW A up to 30 miles (50 km) for fixed stations and 3 -

10 miles (5 - 15km) for mobile stations. In contrast, the WiFi wireless local area 

network is limited to only 100 - 300 feet (30 - lOOm). Besides that, it can be 

expected to deliver a capacity of up to 40Mbps per channel which is enough 

bandwidth to simultaneously support hundreds of businesses with T1 speed 

connectivity and thousands of residences with DSL speed connectivity [16]. 

WiMAX has the potential to impact all forms of telecommunication as it 

offers competitive internet access and can bypass the telephone company's copper 

wire network. As the industry moves along quadruple-play service bundles (voice, 

data, video, mobility), service providers are likely to find WiMAX attractive. Flexible 

channel bandwidths and multiple level of QoS support also allows WiMAX to be 

used for differentiated bandwidth and low-latency entertainment applications. For 

example, streaming audio services delivered to MP3 players and video services to 

portable media players [1]. 
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With the roll out of 3G still in progress, WiMAX is envisioned as the 4th 

Generation system and will extend its applications to the following: 

• Broadband for residential, SOHO and SME markets 

• T1 or fractional Tl-like services to businesses 

• Wireless backhaul for Wi-Fi hotspots 

• VoiP and IPTV services 

• - ____ :j ('-~;~~~ t,t - ----· 
"· <> w~;~e~ ~ 1\·,~~\~ <> o 

tvorY!~moNror f.VOtllfdfomGnllliJ 

WiMM. IJIS, ~!.able Or satellil!e TV' byptM 

Figure 1 Applications of WiMAX 

A WiMAX base station is connected to public networks using optical fiber, 

cable, microwave link or any other high speed point-to-point connectivity refered to 

as backhaul. In few cases such as mesh networks, point-to-multi point connectivity is 

also uses a backhaul. A base station serves CPEs using NLOS or LOS point-to

multipoint connectivity and this connection is referred to as the last mile [1 ]. 

WiMAX base station 

Figure 2 WiMAX network topology 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

The first and most fundamental challenge for broadband wireless comes from the 

transmission medium itself. In wired communications channels, a physical connection 

such as a copper wire, guides the signal from transmitter to receiver but wireless 

communication systems rely on complex radio wave propagation mechanisms for 

traversing the intervening space. The requirements of most broadband wireless 

services are that the signal must travel through challenging NLOS conditions. 

Therefore, synchronization and channel correction, which will be performed 

by the receiver, is a critical step that must be performed to ensure that the transmitted 

data symbols can be properly recovered. Hostile wireless channel has always been 

proven to be the bottleneck for high speed wireless systems and the need for 

synchronization as well as channel estimation is the key to attaining accurate data [2, 

6,7,11]. 

In addition, before hardware implementation and evaluation can take place, a 

testbed (transmitter, receiver and channel) is necessary to simulate and identify design 

issues. So far, there hasn't been many technical papers on the end-to-end 

implementation of a WiMAX system. Most research only focuses on one particular 

section such as the timing offset estimation. This project aims to have a end-to-end 

realization of a WiMAX testbed with all the necessary blocks for synchronization. 

1.3 Objective 

This final year project attempts to design the WiMAX testbed consisting of a 

transmitter, channel and receiver in Simulink according to the IEEE 802.16 standard. 

Combining all the blocks to obtain a working testbed, is not a trivial task as many 

theory and simulation limitations must be looked into. 

The receiver must be able to perform synchronization and channel correction 

to obtain the original data sent by the WiMAX transmitter. Performance analysis for 

the system will also be performed. 
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The next goal is to move towards hardware implementation by two 

mainstream methods. By using RTW to convert the Simulink model into C codes and 

by translating blocks that perform the Double Sliding Window and Schmid! & Cox 

algorithm into Xilinx blocks. 

1.4 Scope of Work 

The following areas are my scope of work: 

• Design a WiMAX testbed in Simulink consisting of a transmitter, receiver and 

channel according to the specifications in the IEEE 802.16 standard. 

• Implement and modify the Timing and FFO estimation and correction blocks 

designed by the previous FYP student 

• Design the blocks for IFO, Channel and RCFO estimation and correction. 

Perform performance evaluation on these synchronization methods 

• Using Real-time workshop, convert the Simulink model into C codes showing 

hardware co-simulation is possible. 

• Translate the Double Sliding Window and Schmid! & Cox blocks from 

Simulink into Xilinx Blocks as a step towards hardware implementation. 

• Work is focused on the physical baseband level only 

1.5 Organization of the Final Report 

This final report describes the work done in the WiMAX testbed design project. 

Chapter I highlights about broadband wireless access and WiMAX as one of the 

standards for BW A as well as the importance and advantages of WiMAX. The 

significance of synchronization at the receiver and issues relating to it are stated in the 

Problem Statement. The Objective and Scope of Work shows the goals of this Final 

Year Project. 

Chapter 2 Literature Review will give an insight into the OFDM theory that is the 

underlying technology behind WiMAX. Next, an overview of the 802.16 standard is 

shown, highlighting key parameters. After that, synchronization errors involving 

timing and frequency offset are explained. It also includes the discussion about the 
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Rayleigh channel. 

Chapter 3 Methodology defines how this project will be implemented. The receiver 

will be modeled and simulated in Simulink with offsets and impairments introduced 

into the system. Furthermore, This system will run on Rayleigh and A WGN channels. 

It also demonstrates how the testbed is evaluated. 

Chapter 4 Results and Discussion will show the various decision metrics used for 

synchronization. The scatter plots before and after demodulation, in addition to the 

capabilities of the testbed, are also shown in this section 

Chapter 5 Conclusion will give a summation of this project and recommendations for 

future work. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The WiMAX standard utilizes OFDM which is a form of multicarrier modulation. 

Multicarrier modulation escapes the penalty of heavy equalization as compared to 

single carrier systems. This chapter will mention about OFDM theory and the cyclic 

prefix which is used to combat lSI. Synchronization errors in OFDM systems and the 

key parameters of WiMAX systems will also be presented. Included in this chapter is 

also a discussion about the Rayleigh channel. 

2.1 OFDM Basics 

The basic principle of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to split a 

high-rate datastream into a number of lower rate streams that are transmitted 

simultaneously over a number of subcarriers. Since the symbol duration increases for 

the lower rate parallel subcarriers, the relative amount of dispersion time caused by 

multipath delay spread is decreased. Intersymbol interference (lSI) is eliminated 

almost completely by introducing a guard time in every OFDM symbol [2]. In the 

guard time, the OFDM symbol is cyclically extended to avoid intercarrier interference 

(ICI). 

In OFDM, each sub-band will experience flat fading. The flat fading condition 

is favored in communication systems because it reduces the complex multi-tap 

equalizer in the frequency selective fading case compared to a simple one-tap 

equalizer [3]. A high data rate stream is divided into several interleaved bit streams of 

lower data rate. These lower rate streams are then used to modulate several carriers 

simultaneously and are sent these over the many different sub-bands. 
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The spectrum of a single symbol is a convolution of a group of Dirac pulses 

located at subcarrier frequencies with the spectrum of a square pulse that is one for a 

T-second period and zero otherwise. The amplitude spectrum of the square pulse is 

equal to sinc(n:JT) which has zeroes for all frequencies/that are an integer multiple 

of liT [ 6]. At maximum of each subcarrier spectrum, all other subcarrier spectra are 

zero. The effect is shown in the Figure 3, which shows the overlapping sine spectra of 

individual subcarriers. 

Basically, Figure 3 also shows that the OFDM spectrum fulfils Nyquist 

criterion for an lSI free pulse shape. By having the maximum of one subcarrier 

correspond to the zero crossing of all the others, we also eliminate ICI [6]. 

Magnitude 

Figure 3 Spectrum of an OFDM signal 

Mathematically, the complex envelop of the OFDM signal is written in the 

formula below 

N 12-1 j21Z"[f-](t-KT) 
= w(t- kT) L xi.ke ,., kT- TWin - T guani ,; t,; kT + TFFT +Twin 

i=-N 12 (2-1) 

T Symbol length; time between two consecutive OFDM symbols 

TFFT FFT-time; effective part of the OFDM symbol 

T guard Guard-interval; duration of the cyclic prefix 

Twin Duration of windowed prefix/postfix for spectral shaping 
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k 

I 

X;,k 

Center frequency of the occupied frequency spectrum 

Frequency spacing between adjacent sub-carriers 

FFT -length; number of FFT points 

Index on transmitted symbol 

Index on sub-carrier; i {-N/2, -N/2+1, ... , -1, 0, I, ... , N/2-1} 

Signal constellation point; complex {data, pilot, null} symbol 

modulated on the i-th subcarrier of the k-th OFDM symbol 

The window in the equation is a raised cosine function. It has a value of 1 

within TFFT so it is not very significant in the modulation and the demodulation 

process. The window is incorporated in order to reduce the level of side lobes and 

therefore reduce the signal power transmitted out of band. 

The effect of a time variant multipath channel can be modeled by a 

convolution with a channel impulse response ofh(t,t) and AWGN, n(t). 

r(t) 

= h(r,t) • s(t) + n(t) 

'=· 
= Jh(r,t)s(t-r)dr+n(t) 

0 

(2-2) 

Since a cyclic prefix is added to each OFDM symbol such that T guard>> tmax, 

no lSI occurs. This is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6. With this, the channel 

impulse response is simplified to h(t). Consequently, the OFDM demodulation can be 

shown as follows 

1 k1'+Tr:FT 

y = -- fr(f)e-j2K(t-kT)IT,-, df 
1,k, T 

FFT i=kT 

1 kT+Twc ['- ] = Twr Jr ,!.h,(r)s(t-r)dr+n(t) e-J'K(t-kT)tT""dt 

=-l-- J J h,(r)Lx,,,e T"" dr e-J2•(t-kT)tr,dt+ 
kT+TFH' ['- -j2K(-

1
-' )(t-kT-') ] 

FJ-1 i=kT r=O 

kT +T FFr 

_1_ fn(f)e-J2•(t-kT)IT,-, df 
TFFJ i=kT 
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FFTWindow 

st ~~DM. ~~~.~IIMS,...,I.IOF. DJUyoniMJII ( I s.,(tl . . .. s.(tl . . s,.,(t) · . 

"ttl JL..Lt..Lr t-t ---

r(t) = s(t) ' h(t) 

Figure 4 Channel induces lSI without cyclic prefix 

FFTWindaw 

s(t) I C:PI OFD:.~r I C:!' I·OFDM~~rr I 
..._______.......,._., 

&,ttl lut..~..r .t..• __ _ 

r(t) = s(t) • h(t} I s~tl 0 h{t) 
;?;.' = circular convolution L----_j 

Figure 5 OFDM symbol with cyclic prefix prevents lSI 

The second term represents A WGN and the integration of the n(t) term yields 
ni,k· Substituting u = t-kT, and changing the order of summation and integration 
yields: 

N/2-1 1 KF+Tm ['= J Y. = "'x. __ J Jh (r)"'x. e-j2nt'ciT,.dr e-j2ff(i-;')u1Tmdu+n. 
,,k ., L...J 1,k T k L...J 1,k 1,k 

J:;-N/2 FFT u=O u=O 
(2-4) 

The integration of the h(r) term is the Fourier transform of the impulse 
response, which yields h;,k Noting this, the OFDM demodulation can then be resolved 
to: 

N /2-1 ) TFFr 
~ x. h. __ Je-J21t{i-i')u!TwTdu+n. 

Y;,k = .L...J 1,k ,,k T ,,k 
i'=-N/2 Ffl' u=O 

(2-5) 

The value of integration will be 1 if and only if i=i' and 0 otherwise. This 
proves the orthogonal property. For i#', there is an integer number of sinusoids 
within T FFT and the integration will become 0. 
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2.2 Guard Interval and Cyclic Prefix 

Passing the signal through a time-dispersive channel causes ISI. In an OFDM system. 

a loss of orthogonality appears due to ISI resulting in ICI. For a given system 

bandwidth, the symbol rate is much lower than a single transmission scheme. This is 

because the OFDM system bandwidth is broken into Nc subcarriers resulting in a 

symbol rate that is Nc times lower. This low symbol rate makes OFDM naturally 

resistant to effects ofiSI caused by multipath propagation [2]. 

The multiple signals that appear due to multipath propagation arrive at the 

receiver at different times, spreading the symbol boundaries and causing energy 

leakage between the OFDM symbols. In an OFDM signal, the amplitude and phase 

must remain constant over a period of the symbol in order to maintain the 

orthogonality of the subcarriers. If they are not constant, the spectral shape will not 

have null at the correct frequencies, resulting in ICI [9]. 

To combat this issue, a guard period to the start of each symbol is added. This 

guard period, which is called cyclic prefix (CP), is a copy of the last part of the 

OFDM symbol [9]. Figure 6 shows the structure of the OFDM symbol. The total 

length of the symbol can be written as Tsym = T g+ T b, where Tsym is the total length of 

the symbols in samples, T g is the length of the guard period in samples and T b is the 

size of the IFFT used to generate the OFDM symbol, representing useful OFDM 

symbol time. 

. -----------------

Figure 6 Addition ofCP to the OFDM symbol 

Figure 7 shows that the delayed replicas of the OFDM symbol which has been 

added with CP always have an integer number of cycles within the FFT interval, as 

long as the delay spread is smaller than the guard time. The effective part of the 
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received signal can be seen as the cyclic convolution of the transmitted OFDM 

symbol by the channel impulse response [2]. 

Guard tbne I cyclic preftx FFr integrarion time= llcarrier spadng 

OFDM symbol time 

Figure 7 Elimination ofiSI and ICI with cyclic prefix 

2.3 OFDM System impairments 

Before an OFDM receiver can demodulate the subcarriers, it has to perform at 

least two synchronization tasks. Firstly, it has to find out where the symbol 

boundaries and optimal timing instants are to minimize ICI as well as lSI. Secondly, 

it has to estimate and correct for the carrier frequency offset of the received signal. 

OFDM is highly sensitive to time and frequency synchronization errors, especially 

when demodulation of an OFDM signal with an offset in the frequency can lead to 

high bit error rate [1]. The following diagram shows synchronization errors and its 

sources. 
--------

Synchronil.allon 
Errors 

Timing error Frequency errol' 

+ ~ ~j__J [ _ _1 
Sllmp6ttgCkx:k 

t"''"•'"' 
i Rf'O~IIIal:or 

~:; '"" I Mi&inab::h 
I ---r -- '----r 

+ l 
i Timing oTrset I:~~~ I 
' ' L-·-~·-·--·----

Figure 8 Synchronization errors in OFDM systems 
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2.3.1 Time synchronization Error 

FFT time synchronization, frame detection and timing offset detection will be used 

interchangeably from here on and will carry the same meaning. Frame detection is 

used to determine the symbol boundary so that correct samples for a symbol frame 

can be taken. Any deviation from this boundary means that the sensivity to delay 

spread increases, so the system can handle less delay spread than what it was 

designed to accommodate. With this, any OFDM system should designed so that the 

timing error is small compared to guard interval in order to maintain robustness. 

The FFT time synchronization error can be modeled as a shift in the interval 

of integration of the matched filter [6]. For a timing error of ot, the interval tE [kT + 

Ot, kT+TFFT+ ot]. 

} kT+TFFT+t'il 

. = __ Jr(f)e ~1ZK(HT+Iii)IT~ dt 
Y,,,, T 

FFT i=kT+& (2-6) 

The OFDM transceiver should be designed such that ot < Tguard, in which no 

lSI occurs as a result of FFT time synchronization error. From (2-3), the following is 

obtained. 

N /2-1 I kT+Tm ['~• ] y = ""x -- J Jh (r)""x. e~1"'''''T~dr e~JZ•!O-t')u+t'&]IT,du+n 
l,k ., L...J l,k T . k L, l,k T,k 

1 ==-N 12 FFI u=O u=O 

(2-7) 

With this, the expression for the demodulated signal constellations in case of timing 
error becomes 

- h -j2Jrt'ii/TFFT y, -x, .,e +n, 
1, l, 1, I, 

=x. h e-JZ•&'IN +n 
l,k l,k l,k 

(2-8) 

2.3.2 Carrier Synchronization Error 

Carrier synchronization error occurs because of a small deviation of frequency 

between local oscillator in the transmitter and receiver. It also can be due to Doppler 

effect when mobility is considered. This can be visualized as an error in the frequency 

instant, where the signal is sampled during demodulation via FFT. The carrier offset 

can be modeled as a frequency shift Of and phase shift e in the received signal. 
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Putting all this into (2-3), gives 

1 
kT+TFFT 

. = __ Jr(t)e-JI'•IJi+Ble -J2ff(t-kT-/Jt)ITwc dt 
Y,,,, T 

FFT i==kT 

1 kT+1W, ['~ J = e-J(Zml) -- J Jh,(r)s(t- r)dr + n(t) e-JI'•Ifile-12' 1'_,,._/Jt)ITwc dt 

T FFT i==kT r=O 

T i-i' 
N/2-1 } FFT -}21!(--/f)u 

= e-J(B+2ffifkT) " X h -- J e Twc du + n. £... 1,k r,k T r,k 
i'=-N 12 FFI' u=O (2-9) 

From (2-9), it can be seen that the desired amplitude of the constellation points will 

be increased and there will be contributions from adjacent subcarriers, leading to ICI. 

The integration will not be 1 for i=i' and neither is it 0 for i;fi', hence there will be a 

lost of orthogonality between subcarriers. 

Figure 9 ICI arises when there is carrier synchronization error 

The lCI term can be seen as an additional noise term and can be represented as a 

degradation of SNR [6]. Evaluation of the phase rotation and attenuation due to 

frequency error yields 

. =X h sinc(qjT )e{j[B+2mj"(kT+Twcl2)]}(t-l')u/TffT +n' 
Yt,k t,k l,k FFI' i,k (2-10) 

Since 

1 r,. 1 
-- Je12'1Ji dt = [e 1''<f"wc -1] 
TFFT ,,o j2m'ifTFFr 

= ej2m'fl' FFT Sin 1flf/TFFI' 

lilf/TFFT 

= e127!/fiFFT sincnq[IFFI' (2-11) 
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2.3.3 Common Carrier and Timing offset 

Synchronization errors involving both FFT time synchronization and carrier 

synchronization error. The synchronization errors in the system transfer function can 

be generalized as follows. 

Yt,+q;, = x,,kht.k sinc[(,Y- <'ff,F)Twr ]e1w'·' + n',,, (2-12) 

where 

(2-13) 

Expressing (2-13) in terms of time samples 

1 N+N +N. &' 
IIF. k = B + 2tr,Y'(- + k """"' wm +-) + 2trOt' 
'~'•. 2 N N (2-14) 

2.4 Description of fading channel 

In a realistic wireless radio environment, a single received signal is composed of a 

number of scattered waves, caused by the reflection and diffraction of the original 

transmitted signal by objects in the surrounding geographical area [3]. 

These multipath waves are combined at the receiver to give a resultant signal 

that can widely vary in amplitude and phase. Physical factors influencing the 

characteristics of the fading experienced by the transmitter are multipath propagation, 

mobility of the reflecting objects and scatterers, and the relative motion between the 

transmitter and the receiver [9]. 

The presence of reflecting objects and scatterers in the wireless channel 

causes a constant change in the propagation environment. This changing environment 

alters the signal energy in amplitude, phase, and time, and as a result, multipath 

propagation occurs causing signal fading [9]. The transmitted signal arrives at the 

receiver via multiple propagation paths, each of which has an associated time delay. 

Because the received signal is spread in time due to the multipath scatterers at 

different delays, the channel is said to be time dispersive. 
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The difference between the largest and the smallest among these delays 

defines the maximum delay spread. 'tRMs gives a measure of width of the channel 

response in time. A large <RMs implies that a highly dispersive channel in time and a 

long channel impulse response [I]. 

On the other hand, when the receiver and the transmitter are in relative 

motion, the received signal is subject to a constant frequency shift, called the Doppler 

shift (I]. Therefore, as it occurs in the time domain, the Doppler spread is defined as 

the difference between the largest and the smallest among these frequency shifts, 

(2-15) 

• fM = f,v/c is the maximum Doppler shift, 

• v is the vehicle speed, 

• fc is the carrier frequency, 

• c is the speed of light, and 

• <p is the arrival angle of the received signal component. 

Channel coherence time and bandwidth gives a period oftime over which the charmel 

is significantly correlated. Channel coherence time is 

T =-1 
' fd 

(2-16) 

Channel coherence bandwidth is given as 

B =-I-
c 5r RMS 

(2-17) 

Table I Broadband fading parameters 

Quantity If "Large" If "Small" 

Delay spread, 't lf't >> T, frequency selective If't << T, frequency flat 

Coherence If 1/B, << T, frequency flat If 1/B, >> T, frequency 

bandwidth, Be selective 

Doppler spread, fd If fd » c, fast fading If fct :S c, slow fading 

Coherence time, T, IfT, >> T, slow fading IfT, :S T, fast fading 
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For flat fading channels, the spectral characteristics of the transmitted signal 

are preserved when it propagates through the channel, and only the received signal 

power fluctuates due to the multipath effects. For this reason, flat fading channels are 

also known as amplitude varying channels [9]. 

Frequency-selective fading is due to time dispersion of the transmitted 

symbols within the channel, thus inducing to inter-symbol interference (lSI). 

However, when communicating with OFDM techniques, the effects of frequency

selective channel conditions can be decreased [9]. Since the signal is split into many 

narrowband subchannels, the channel can be considered as constant (flat) over each 

OFDM subchannel, provided that the respective conditions for flat fading channels 

are accomplished. 

With fast fading, the transmitter and receiver move fast relative to each other 

and a large burden is placed on the channel estimation algorithms [I]. 

2.5 Rayleigh Channel 

Rayleigh fading is a statistical model for the effect of a propagation environment on a 

radio signal, such as that used by wireless devices. It assumes that the magnitude of a 

signal that has passed through such a transmission medium will vary randomly, or 

fade, according to a Rayleigh distribution. Rayleigh fading is most applicable when 

there is no dominant propagation along a line of sight between the transmitter and 

receiver [9]. 

Wireless channels can be characterized with tap coefficients that are complex valued 

Gaussian random variables. A channel model where there are only non line-of-sight 

communications is characterized by a Rayleigh distribution [3]. On the contrary, if 

dominating paths are present, the channel coefficients are modeled by a Ricean 

distribution. 

As already mentioned, a Rayleigh distribution is normally used to model NLOS 

communications. It is statistically characterized by a fading amplitude, a:(t), modeled 

with a Rayleigh probability distribution, which has zero-mean Gaussian components. 
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Furthermore, the phase, q>(t), is uniformly distributed over the interval (0, 27t). The 

fading amplitude is described by the probability density function (pdf): 

fnAr (a) 

a a2 

= {- exp(--) 
a 2 2a2 

= {0 

if a ?: 0 

if a ~ O 

(2-18) 

The figures show the power variation over 1 second of a constant signal after passing 

through a single-path Rayleigh fading channel with a maximum Doppler shift of 10 

Hz and I 00 Hz. 
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2.6 Overview ofWiMAX IEEE 802.16 standard 

The IEEE 802.16 standard specifies three air interfaces which are single-carrier 

modulation, 256-point transform OFDM, and 2048-point transform OFDMA [4]. 

Nevertheless, mainstream implementations involve the 256 point FFT OFDM and 

will be standard used for the testbed in this Final Year Project. The following table 

lists basic data of the IEEE 802.16 Standards [1). 

Table 2 WiMAX physical layer parameters 

802.16 802.16-2004 802.16e-2004 

Status Completed December Completed June 2004 Completed December 

2001 2005 

Frequency band 10GHz~66GHz 2GHz~ liGHz 2GHz ~ 11 GHz for 

fixed; 2GHz-6GHz for 

mobile applications 

Application Fixed LOS FixedNLOS Fixed and mobile 

NLOS 

MAC architecture Point-to-multipoint, Point-to-multipoint, Point-to-multipoint, 

mesh mesh mesh 

Transmission scheme Single carrier only Single carrier, 256 Single carrier, 256 

OFDMor2048 OFDM or scalable 

OFDMA OFDMwith 

128,512,1024,2048 

subcarriers 

Modulation QPSK, 16QAM, 64 QPSK, 16QAM, QPSK, 16QAM, 

QAM 64QAM 64QAM 

Gross data rate 32Mbps ~ !34.4Mbps 1Mbps ~ 75Mbps 1Mbps ~ 75Mbps 

Multiplexing Burst TDMffDMA Burst Burst 

TDMrrDMA/OFDMA TDM/TDMA/OFDMA 

Duplexing TDD&FDD TDD&FDD TDD&FDD 

ChannelBW 20MHz, 25MHz, l.75MHz, 3.5MHz, 1.75MHz, 3.5MHz, 

28MHz 7MHz, 14Mbz, 7MHz, 14Mhz, 

1.25MHz, 5MHz, 1.25MHz, 5MHz, 

10MHz, 15MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz, 
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8.75Mhz 8.75Mhz 

Air-interface WirelessMAN·SC WirelessMAN·SC WirelessMAN·SC 

designation 
WirelessMAN-OFDM WirelessMAN-OFDM 

WirelessMAN· WirelessMAN· 

OFDMA OFDMA 

WirelessHUMAN WirelessHUMAN 

WiMAX None 256-0FDM as Fixed Scalable OFDMA as 

implementation WiMAX Mobile WiMAX 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

The flow chart below shows the steps taken to complete the WiMAX testbed. 

I Study on how 
Modify Timing & Perform study on basicWiMAX Fractional WiMAX standard transreceiver 
Frequency Offset andOFDM model ~s 

construCted correction blocks 

Form WiMAX testbed. Design Integer 

Testing and Use RTW to convert Frequency Offset, 

.... model into C codes, Residual Carrier' debugging .and Translate DSW and Frequency OffSet' performance analysis 
S&CtoXilinx &Channel 

Estimation block 

~· 
Report on results 

I 
.. 

Figure 12 Process flow chart for FYP 

I 

. 

Under this chapter, it will be divided into two main sections. Firstly, it will 

discuss about how the testbed is designed and secondly, it will mention about the 

steps taken for performance evaluation of the testbed. 
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3.1 Implementation of WiMAX testbed 

Theoretically a WiMAX transreceiver must have the following blocks as shown in 

Figure 13. 

Binary input 
data 

Binary output 
data 

Timing & 
Frequency 

Synchronization 

Figure 13 WiMAX transreceiver structure 

For this FYP, all the blocks shown in the figure above will be implemented 

via Simulink blocks in order to simulate a working testbed. Then, using RTW, the 

Simulink model will be converted into C codes and run using the command prompt. 

Finally, the blocks performing the Double Sliding Window and Schmid! & Cox 

algorithm will be converted into Xilinx blocks to show that hardware co-simulation is 

possible. 

The table below list out all the parameters for the WiMAX testbed based on 

the IEEE802.16 standard. This testbed is based on the WirelessMAN-OFDM which 

uses OFDM modulation and is designed for NLOS operation at frequency bands 

below 11 GHz. The following table indicates the parameters for the testbed design. 
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Table 3 WiMAX physical layer parameters for testbed 

Parameters Value 

'-arrier Frequency Below 11 GHz licensed bands 

NFFT : Number of FFT IIFFT points 56 

[Nused: Number of used sub carriers ~oo 

~W : Channel Bandwidth 14MHz 

/' : Sampling factor 8/7 for channel bandwidths that are a multiple of 

1.75Mhz 

p : Cyclic prefix length 1/4 of FFT points 

[Number oflower frequency guard carriers 8 

~umber of higher frequency guard carriers ~7 

frequency offset indices of guard carriers 128,-127,, .. ,-101 

101,+ 102, ... ,+ 127 

!Frequency offset indices of pilot carriers 88, -63, -38, 13, 38, 63, 88 

lfs: Sampling Frequency Floor(n.BW/8000)*8000- 16 Mhz 

flf: Subcarrier spacing Fs/NFFT- 62500 Hz 

b: Useful symbol time liM- 16JlS 

I'•' CP Time G.Tb- 4f1s 

I',: OFDM Symbol Time s-Tb+Tg 

Sampling time JNFFT- 6.25*1 o·•s 

The tools necessary to implement this FYP are: 

• MATLAB 

• Simulink 

• Real-Time Workshop 

• Xilinx System Generator 

Installation version for Xilinx System Generator must match the version of MA TLAB 

running on the computer. For MATLAB 2006a, Sysgen 8.1.01 need to be used. 
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3.1.1 WiMAX testbed in Simulink 

---t•l·· "'"'1-1 --+~•! = ~--1---~·t ~ 1~-----·s> 
~0111 Tlmlllllt ••• ,,.~ C..• M•lbpdlllt.Jt•._ 

f .ldlflt Ciunnel 

Figure 14 WiMAX testbed structure 

Figure 14 indicates the overall WiMAX testbed design in Simulink. The WiMAX 

testbed is divided into the transmitter, channel and receiver. Explanation about each 

section will be done in detail. As shown the testbed will implement all the blocks 

necessary for the WiMAX transreceiver. 

The basic blocks implementing a executable specification for the WiMAX 

standard (that perform randomizing, block encoding, convolutional encoding, 

interleaving, modulating, normalizing and creating OFDM symbols at the transmitter 

and de-randomizing, block decoding, viterbi decoder, deinterleaver, demodulator and 

denormalizing at the receiver) are obtained from [14]. They have been designed to 

follow the specifications in [4]. I have modified some of the blocks to suit this testbed 
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such as using a random data source via the Bernoulli Binary Generator and adding the 

Training Symbol to the front of the frame. 

The Double Sliding Window (for Timing Offset Estimation) and Schmidt & 

Cox (for FFO Estimation) blocks are obtained from [2]. In this FYP, the blocks that 

have been designed are: 

• Timing Offset Correction 

• FFO Correction 

• I FO Estimation & Correction 

• RCFO Estimation & Correction 

• Channel Estimation & Correction 

Furthermore, this FYP involves combining all these blocks using special control 

blocks to form a working testbed. 

3.1.1.1 WiMAX transmitter 

At the transmitter, random data is sent using a Bernoulli Random Data Generator. 

The data then passes through a randomizer, block encoder, convolutional encoder, 

block interleaver before being modulated using QPSK. The OFDM symbols block 

will send the data on the appropriate subcarriers and add pilots to each symbol. A 

preamble (training symbol) is added in front of the frame. 

3.1.1.1.1 Data Source 

The source of data is random from a Bernoulli Random Data Generator. The 

sampling time is in accordance to the WiMAX standard and shown in Table 3. 

~., 

Figure 15 Data block in Simulink 
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3.1.1.1.2 Randomizer 

Based on the IEEE 802.16 standard, channel coding is composed of three steps: 

randomizer, FEC and interleaving. They shall be applied in this order at transmission. 

The complementary operations shall be applied in reverse order at reception [4]. 

Data randomization is performed on each burst of data on the downlink and 

uplink. For Reed-Solomon encoded, data, padding will be added to the end of the 

transmission block, up to the allocated amount, minus one byte which is reserved for 

the OxOO tail byte by the FEC. 

The PRBS generator is I+X14+X15
• Each byte is entered sequentially into the 

randomizer, MSB first. Preambles are not randomized. 

·-----c«-
~~-;~ 

clal.ttll (I ==-------<" 
Figure 16 Randomizer in logic diagram 

Figure I 7 Randomizer in Simulink 

3.1.1.1.3 Forward Error Correction 

LSB 

An FEC, consisting of the concatenation of a Reed-Solomon outer code and a rate

compatible convolutional inner code, shall be supported on both uplink and downlink. 

The encoding is performed by first passing the data in block format through the RS 

encoder and then passing it through a zero-terminating convolutional encoder [4]. 
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The Reed-Solomon encoding shall be derived from a systematic RS (N=255, 

K=239, T=8) code using GF(28
) 

where 

N = number of overall bytes after encoding 

K = number of data bytes before encoding 

T = number of data bytes which can be corrected. 

The following polynomials are used for the systematic code: 

Code Generator Polynomial: g(x) = (x+A.0)(x+A.1) ••• (x+A.2T-1) , A.=02HEX 

Generator Polynomial: p(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1 

This code is shortened and punctured to enable variable block sizes and 

variable error-correction capability. When a block is shortened to K' data bytes, add 

239-K' zero bytes as a prefix. After encoding discard these 239-K' zero bytes. When 

a codeword is punctured to permit T' bytes to be corrected, only the first 2T of the 

total 16 parity bytes shall be employed [4]. Each RS block is encoded by the binary 

convolutional encoder, which shall have native rate of 1/2, a constraint length of 7 

and shall use the generator polynomial codes G1 = 171ocT for X and G2 = 133ocT for 

Y to derive its two code bits. 

Figure 18 Block Encoder in Simulink 

ln1 

CQII'OIO)UtiOI)it 
lttoodu 

Convolution.-! 
Encoder 

Figure 19 Convolutional Encoder in Simulink 
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3.1.1.1.4 lnterleaver 

All encoded data bits shall be interleaved by a block interleaver with a block 

size corresponding to the number of coded bits per the allocated subchannels per 

OFDM symbol, Ncbps· The interleaver is defined by a two step permutation. 

Ncpc =2 for QPSK 

s = ceii(Ncpc/2) 

k = index of the coded bit before first permutation. 

mk = index of the coded bit after the first and before the second permutation 

jk = index after the second permutation just prior to modulation mapping. 

The first permutation is defined by 

ml = (Ncbps/12).kmodl2+floor(k./12) k = O,I , .. . ,Ncbps-1 

The second permutation is defined by the equation 

j~r-s. floor( mk/s )+( mk +Ncbps-floor( 12.mk/Ncbps) )mod(s) k = O, I, ... ,Ncbps-1 

The de-interleaver, which performs the inverse operation, is also defined by two 

permutations. 

j = index of the coded bit before first permutation. 

mJ = index of the coded bit after the first and before the second permutation 

jJ = index after the second permutation just prior to modulation mapping. 

The first permutation is defined by the equation: 

mJ-s.floorO/s)+O+floor(12.j/Ncbps))mod(s) 

The second permutation is defined by the equation: 

k = 0,1 , . .. ,Ncbps- 1 

kJ = 12.mJ-(Ncbps-1 ).floor( 12.mJ/Ncbps) j = 0, I, .. .. Ncbps-1 

(3-1 ) 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 

The first permutation in the de-interleaver is the inverse of the second permutation in 

the interleaver and conversely [4]. 
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Figure 20 lnterleaver in Simulink 

3.1.1.1.5 Training symbol 

The design of the training-symbol is base on the work of Schmid I and Cox [7] 

on frequency and time synchronization for OFOM. The first of the two training 

symbols (TS) used in [7] is a unique OFDM symbol because every alternate 

subcarrier (SC) is zero. This implies that the symbol has identical halves in the time

domain, due to properties of the Fourier transform. 

In the original scheme [7], the odd-numbered subcarriers are zero, while the 

even subcarriers contain a known, binary pseudo noise (PN)-sequence. Many of the 

even-numbered sub-carriers must be zero, because they are used to separate sub

bands and to avoid problems with DC offsets and carrier feed-through . In order to 

apply the synchronization scheme to this OFDM system, odd-numbered sub-carriers 

contain the PN-sequence. This is a novel modification of the well-known technique. 

Nevertheless, the corresponding time-domain symbol has identical halves, but the 

samples of its second half have opposite signs, which are easily taken into 

consideration in the estimation steps [7]. 

In [7], two OFDM symbols comprise the training sequence. Known data is 

modulated there differentially between the two OFDM symbols, for the purpose of 

integer frequency- synchronization. The modification used here therefore reduces the 

overhead introduced by one OFDM symbol per frame [ 12]. 
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Figure 21 Structure of the training symbol. Top: For original Schmid! and Cox 
scheme Bottom: New proposed method 
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Figure 22 Stem diagram of the Training Symbol 

Figure 23 Block creating OFDM symbols in Simulink. The training symbol is 
added in front of the data 
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3.1.1.2 Channel 

At the channel, timing and frequency offset are deliberately introduced into the 

simulation model. The OFDM symbols then passes through the Multipath Rayleigh 

and A WGN channel. SUI channel models are an extension of the earlier work by 

AT&T Wireless and Erceg et al. [ 13]. The key parameters for SUI channels are 

stated in the table below. ln this testbed, SUI-3 channel model is used. 

Figure 24 Channel Block in Simulink 

Table 4 Parameters for SUI channel models 

Terrain type SUI Channel 

C (Mostly flat terrain with light tree densities) SUI-I, SUI-2 

B (I lilly terrain with light tree density or flat SUI-3, SUI-4 

terrain with moderate to heavy tree density) 

A (Hilly terrain with moderate to heavy tree SUI-5, SUI-6 

density) 
-

Table 5 SUI-3 Parameters 

Channel Model Tap 1 Tap 2 Tap3 RMS delay 

spread 

Delay 0J.IS 0.4 J.IS 0.9 J.IS 0.264 J.IS 

Power OdB -5dB - IOdB -
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3.1.1.3 WiMAX Receiver 

At the receiver, synchronization is achieved using the following steps: 

• Timing Synchronization using Double Sliding Window Technique 

• Fractional Frequency Offset Synchronization using Schmidt & Cox method 

• Application of FFT 

• Integer Frequency Synchronization using local copy of Training Symbol 

• Residual Carrier Frequency Offset Synchronization based on rotation of pilots 

• Linear Channel Estimation & Correction using Training Symbol 

After synchronization has been performed, the data streams is passed through the 

de-randomizer, block decoder, viterbi decoder, deinterleaver and finally demodulated 

based on QPSK to recover the transmitted data. 

3.1.1.3.1 Frame timing synchronization 

1---------+1~· 

... 

Figure 25 Inner Receiver Design in Simulink 

The incoming OFDM symbols will first pass through the Inner Receiver which 

contains the timing offset estimation and correction as well as the fractional 

frequency offset estimation and correction. The OFDM symbols will then be sent to 

the Outer Receiver 

Two methods can be adopted to achieve frame timing synchronization in the 

inner receiver. The first is Schmidt and Cox technique [7]. In fact, this method is the 

common method in most conventional OFDM receivers. The second method is 

double sliding window packet detection. This is the method used in this FYP. 
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The underlying principle of the double sliding window packet detection algorithm is 

to form the decision variable mn as a ration of the total energy contained inside the 

two windows [18]. Therefore, the receiver does not need to know the absolute value 

of the received energy. 

Pncket 

I A I B I 

-------:.,.,-------~----------------------m" 

Figure 26 Double Sliding Window Packet Detection 

Let the energy inside A and B be 

M-1 M-1 2 

a, = Ir,_mr •,_m =I lr,_ml 
m=O m=O 

L-1 L-1 2 

b, = l:r,_1r*,_1 =l:lr,_11 (3-5) 
1=0 1=0 

M and L are the window sizes of an and bn respectively and are usually made the 

same. With this, the decision variable is given by 

a 
m =-" 

n b 
n 

(3-6) 

The occurance of peak E[mn] will give rise to where the packet has started (i.e. an 
would consist of signal and noise and bn would consist purely of noise) [18]. 

E[mn]peak = SNR+ l 

Thus, locating the peak of mn would provide information regarding the 

position of the start for the packet. Figure 27 shows the implementation in Simulink. 

It also incorporates the circuitry to prevent divide by 0 problems. 
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Figure 27 Implementation of Double Sliding Window in Simulink 

3.1.1.3.2 Fractional Frequency Synchronization 

The Schmidt and Cox technique incorporates a sliding window correlator in addition 

to an energy detector used to normalize the decision statistic and hence guard against 

fluctuations of the received signal power [7] . A sliding window P computes the cross

correlation between the received signal and a version of the delayed (by one short 

preamble) received signal. Another sliding window R is used to compute the received 

signal energy within the cross-correlation interval. 

Let there be L-1 (L = N/2) complex samples in one-half of the first training 

symbol (excluding the cyclic prefix), and let the sum ofthe pairs of products be 

/.-1 

P( d) = L (rJ+t * rd+t+l. ) 
(3-7) 

t=O 

which can be implemented with the iterative formula 

P(d) = P(d - I)+ rd+L- 1 * r d+21.-l - rtl - 1 * rd+L- 1 (3-8) 

Note that d is a time index corresponding to the first sample in a window of 

2L samples. This window slides along in time as the receiver searches for the first 

training symbol. The received energy for the second half-symbol is defined by 

1.-1 2 

P(d) = Llrd+t+l. l 
(3-9) 

t=O 
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which also can be implemented iteratively as 

With this, the decision statistic, M(d), is given by: 

M(d) - -'-IP_( d___,)j-:-2 

- (R(d))2 

(3-1 0) 

(3-11) 

The decision statistic reaches a plateau which has a length equal to the length 

of the guard interval minus the length of the channel impulse response. The start of 

the frame can be taken to be anywhere within this window without a loss in the 

received SNR but the optimum timing, dopt. is obtained at the end of the plateau [7]. 

Figure 28 Implementation ofSchmidl & Cox technique in Simulink 

Figure 28 shows how the above equations are realized in Simulink. P(d) and 

R(d) are implemented in a hardware efficient manner. With this, the computations 

require just one complex multiplication and two additions/ subtractions per input 

sample respectively. 

The algorithm for frequency-synchronization is based on the fact that the 

phase-angle of the above-defined correlation sum at its optimum position, P(dopt), is 
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proportional to the carrier frequency-offset, as seen from the following derivation. 

The received signal with frequency offset can be modelled as 

r = s e'(21l/f'tl N+fJ> + n 
I I I 

(3-12) 

where Of' is the frequency-offset nonnalized to the subcarrier spacing F, and ~ is the 
carrier phase offset. Considering that during the TS, si=-s1+L, we obtain in the absence 
of noise 

1.-11 12 P(d ) =-~ s e1c2"/f'I.t N opt L..J t+d., 
1=0 

(3-13) 

The estimate of the frequency offset is obtained from the phase-angle of this 

expression 

of'= _!_ L [- P(dopt )] 
1! 

(3-14) 

After obtaining the frequency offset estimates, correction is written as 

where i = {O, I, .. . ,N-1} (3-15) 

In I 

ln2 
Chin 

Figure 29 FFO Correction Implementation in Simulink 
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3./.1.3.3/nteger Frequency Synchronization 

Figure 30 Outer Receiver Design in Simulink 

The outer receiver consists of FFT, Integer Frequency Offset Estimation & 

Correction, Channel Offset as well as the Data Extraction blocksets. Input comes 

from the Inner receiver where timing and fractional frequency offset has been 

corrected. The cyclic prefix is then removed and the Fast Fourier Transform is 

performed by the FFT block. Next comes the Integer Frequency Offset Estimation 

block where the integer frequency offset will be detected and corrected. 

The integer frequency-synchronization is based on the known data carried in 

the TS [6]. The even-indexed SCs are removed from this sequence because they don't 

carry data and correlation between the incoming signal and a local copy of the 

Training Symbol is performed. An autocorrelation of the preamble is performed and a 

peak occurs when the incoming symbol passes exactly on top the local copy. 

The integer frequency-offset is found by searching for the magnitude

maximum of the metric and calculating the shift from the center point. This shift 

indicates the integer frequency offset. This is defined in the function below 

" • {c ..... m = I 
maxyjlg = ~g(n)g1 (n+m) = 

m n {O ..... m:t=l (3-16) 
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Figure 31 IFO Estimation implementation in Simulink 

3.1.1.3.4 Residual Carrier Frequency Offset Synchronization 

The Schmid! & Cox method will only give an estimate of the FFO. Any remaining 

offset will cause a progressive phase rotation of signal constellation points. Many 

methods can be implemented to perform RCFO correction and the one that has been 

chosen for this FYP is the L1
h extension method (8]. 

This method estimates the RCFO by using the current symbol and the 

subsequent L th symbol which in this testbed is 8. The difference in phase of the 

reference carriers (pilots) is given by 

¢1. 
= 8,.1 (k') - 8, (k' ) 

= 21f1]LN, I N + 8t (k') - 8,w (k') 

where a slow fading channel has 8t (k')::::: 81~~_ (k') 
(3- I 7) 

Each OFDM symbol consists of L+ l (L+ 1 <N) data samples. Data samples are Xrk 

where I (09~) and k (-LI2:Sk:SLI2) stand for the indexes of an OFDM symbol and 

sub-carrier respectively. An OFDM symbol has N5=N+N8 where N8 is the number of 
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samples in the Guard Interval. 

The RCFO can be obtained by using (3-17) and expressed as 

(3-18) 

By plotting the difference in reference carriers, we can obtain the RCFO from the 

slope and using (3-18). 

Figure 32 RCFO Estimation Implementation in Simulink 

3.1.1.3.5 Channel estimation 

A linear equalizer simply runs the received signal through a filter that roughly models 

the inverse of the channel. If the transmitted signal in the frequency domain is 

denoted by X(k) and received signal Y(k) with k for subcarrier index [1]. Their 

relation can be expressed as 

Y(lc) = H(lc)X(k) + W{k),for k = 0,1, ... ,N-1 (3-19) 

where H(k) and W(k) denote channel frequency response and additive white Gaussian 

Noise at the k-th subcarrier. 

Thus the data symbols can be recovered by a one-tap equalizer. Channel gain is 

defined by 

(3-20) 
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Figure 33 Channel Estimation implementation in Simulink 

For Channel Estimation, we isolate the Training Symbol and use a local copy 

to perform division with it. That way, the channel gain for each sub-carrier will be 

known. Linear interpolation is performed to get the estimates for even sub carriers 

since they carry no data. This estimate will be used to correct all incoming data 

symbols in the frame. However, this technique assumes that the channel remains 

constant for one frame. In other words, the coherence time must be longer than one 

frame. 

3.1.2 WiMAX testbed in C code 

Using Real-Time Workshop, the Simulink model can be converted into C codes. This 

is one of the methods for implementing the system in hardware. Another mainstream 

method is to convert the Simulink blocks into Xilinx blocks and run them on the 

FPGA [19]. 

Real-Time Workshop generates optimized, portable, and customizable ANSI 

C or C++ code from Simulink models that operate in real-time and non-real-time. 

Generated code can run on PC hardware, DSPs, microcontrollers on bare-board 

environments, and with commercial or proprietary real-time operating systems 

(RTOS). Real-Time Workshop speeds up simulations, build in intellectual property 
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protection, and operate across a wide variety of real-time rapid prototyping targets. 
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Figure 34 Process of generating source code from Simulink models using 
Real-Time Workshop 

After creating a model, the Real-Time Workshop rapid simulation (RSim) 

target can be used to characterize the model's behavior [19]. The RSim target is able 

generate an executable that runs fast, standalone simulations. You can repeat 

simulations with varying data sets, interactively or programmatically with scripts, 

without rebuilding the model. This can accelerate the characterization and tuning of 

model behavior and code generation testing. 

!MI I---_._--------1H inl 

FFT & Outer receiver 

Figure 35 WiMAX testbed model for C code generation 

In this FYP, only the WiMAX receiver shall be converted into C codes. In 

order to simulate the process of data coming into the receiver, From File blocks are 

used. The input data that goes to the receiver are real and imaginary components of 
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actual OFDM symbols that have gone through all the necessary coding and 

modulation at the transmitter. They must be of MAT file format and will simulate a 

real-case scenario where input comes from the antenna and the Analog-To-Digital 

converter. Using the model shown in Figure 35, r select Simulation->Configuration 

Parameters->Reai-Time Workshop. The rsim.tlc is selected for the system target file. 

Additional parameters are entered by following the tutorial stated in MA TLAB help 

folders. Then the build button is pressed. 
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Figure 36 Configuration Parameters Window for RTW usage 
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MATLAB will then convert the model inC codes and produce the report as 

shown in Figure 37. An executable file will be generated as well (In this FYP, the file 

name is wimax rtw.exe). 

3.1.3 Double Sliding Window and Schmidt & Cox using Xilinx blocks 

As the Double Sliding Window and Schmid! & Cox blocks in Simulink have been 

designed and obtained from [2], this FYP takes it one step further by translating those 

blocks into Xilinx blocks. 

In recent years, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have become key 

components in implementing high performance digital signal processing (DSP) 

systems, especially in the areas of digital communications, networking, video, and 

imaging. Coupled with a capability for implementing highly parallel arithmetic 

architectures, this makes the FPGA ideally suited for creating high-performance 

custom data path processors for tasks such as digital filtering, fast Fourier transforms, 

and forward error correction. For example, all major telecommunication providers 

have adopted FPGAs for high performance DSP out of necessity. A third-generation 

(3G) wireless base station typically contains FPGAs and ASICs in addition to 

microprocessors and digital signal processors (DSPs) [20]. 

System Generator is a tool that extends Simulink with software and blocks for 

bit and cycle-accurate modeling of digital logic and DSP functions. It also a translator 

that converts a Simulink model into hardware for Xilinx FPGAs [20]. Models 

constructed from Xilinx blocks behave in exactly the same way in Simulink as they 

do in hardware. In Simulink these models can readily be combined with non-Xilinx 

blocks to model parts of a system not bound to the FPGA. 

In order to provide bit-accurate simulation of hardware, System Generator 

blocks operate on Boolean and arbitrary precision fixed-point values. The 

fundamental scalar signal type in Simulink is double precision floating point. The 

Gateway In and Gateway Out blocks form interfaces between data representation 

within System Generator and data types that can be examined and manipulated in the 

standard Simulink environment. 
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To translate a Simulink model into Xilinx blocks, the System Generator block 

is required, which can be found in the Xilinx blockset->Basic Elements library. This 

block controls hardware generation. Then, it is very much like in the Simulink 

environment where we drag and drop blocks from the library and create 

interconnections between blocks in the model. 

It is important to note that since Xilinx blocks cannot handle complex 

numbers, the input must be split into real and imaginary components. Xilinx blocks 

are also very basic (such as addition and subtraction) and its library does not contain 

functions such as finding the absolute or conjugate values. Therefore, the Xilinx 

blocks have to be combined to bring about the same results as the Simulink blocks. 

For example, in the DSW, we multiply the incoming signal with its complex 

conjugate. Representing in terms of formula 

=(a+ jb)(a- jb) 

= a 2 + b2 

This means the equation can be simplified to a2+b2 and implemented using 

Xilinx blocks. This is one of the examples of how the Simulink blocks can be 

translated into Xilinx blocks. 

As for the conversion of real and imaginary values to magnitude and angle, 

the CORDIC A TAN block is used. It is important to note that the magnitude scale 

factor K = 1.646760 is not compensated in the processor and so the magnitude output 

should be scaled by this factor. 

--.. 
Figure 38 Model showing System Generator block 
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The switch to prevent division by zero is implemented in Xilinx by using an 

MCode block that uses a self-written code named xlswitch. 

Figure 39 Double Sliding Window Implementation using Xilinx Blockset 

Figure 40 Schmid! & Cox Implementation using Xilinx Blockset (A) 
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Figure 41 Schmid! & Cox Implementation using Xilinx Blockset (B) 

3.2 Performance Analysis Approach of WiMAX Testbed 

The performance analysis for the testbed shall be performed for: 

• Frame timing synchronization 

• FFO synchronization 

• IFO synchronization 

• RCFO synchronization 

• Channel Estimation 

• Overall performance of Receiver 

Tests will also be performed on the following to prove its validity: 

• WiMAX testbed in Simulink model 

• WiMAX testbed inC code (generated from RTW) 

• DSW and S&C in Xilinx blocks 

Unless specifically mentioned, the SUI-3 channel model is used for Rayleigh 

multipath fading. I 00 iterations are performed for each test case and the mean of the 

results are obtained. 
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3.2.1 Performance analysis for frame timing synchronization 

The testbed is evaluated by looking at the probability of missing the peak for 

optimum timing vs SNR. For frame timing synchronization, the metric from the 

Double Sliding Window is obtained at SNR = 15dB and 30dB. A time-domain plot 

showing the frame before and after timing synchronization is captured through the 

scope in Simulink. 

3.2.2 Performance analysis for fractionalfrequency offset synchronization 

For FFO estimator performance, the SNR is varied from OdB to 30dB and the MSE 

between the estimated FFO and the actual FFO is obtained for AWON, Rayleigh at 

10Hz maximum Doppler Frequency and 100Hz maximum Doppler Frequency. The 

M(d) and corresponding -<P(d) plots are obtained for SNR = 15dB and at 30dB. 

3.2.3 Performance analysis for integer frequency offset synchronization 

For lFO estimation, the estimator's performance is also calculated by varying the 

SNR from OdB to 30dB. The probability of missing the peak in the decision metric is 

counted for A WON, Rayleigh at 1OHz Doppler Frequency and I OOHz Doppler 

Frequency. The decision metric plots are also generated for SNR = 15dB and 30dB. 

3.2.4 Performance analysis for residual carrier frequency offset synchronization 

For RCFO estimation, the estimator' s performance is also calculated by varying the 

SNR from OdB to 30dB. The MSE between the estimated RCFO and the actual 

RCFO is calculated for A WON, Rayleigh at 1OHz Doppler Frequency and l OOHz 

Doppler Frequency. The MSE plots are generated for SNR = 15dB and 30dB. 

3.2.5 Performance analysis for channel estimation 

The SNR is varied from OdB to 30dB and the MSE between the actual channel gain 

and the estimated channel gain is plotted. For the channel estimator, the real and 

imaginary plot for data at each subcarrier before Channel Correction and the Channel 

Estimate for each subcarrier that are in one frame is generated. Then, the real and 

imaginary plot for data at each subcarrier sent at transmitter and after Channel 
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Correction is also obtained. This is done for SNR = 15dB and 30dB. 

3.2.6 Overall Performance Analysis for the Receiver 

A BER vs SNR plot for SNR varied from 15dB to 30dB is shown. This step is 

perfonned with 50000 data points received and at least 1 00 iterations. The plot 

incJudes A WON, Rayleigh at 1OHz and J OOHz Maximum Doppler Frequency. 

3.2. 7 Validity of WiMAX testbed in Simulink model 

[n order to ensure the model is working correctly, different values of timing and 

frequency offset shall be input into the system and the receiver must be able to 

correctly detect and synchronize the incoming data symbols. One of the iterations 

shall be perfonned with timing offset of 55 and frequency offset of 2.35 at 30dB 

SNR. Another iteration shall be shown with timing offset of 82 and frequency offset 

of 3.77 at 20dB SNR. The results of the estimation shall be shown with screenshots 

of the array editor, showing the values that have been written to the workspace. The 

Scatter plots for the signal constellation at the receiver are shown. 

3.2.8 Validity of WiMAX testbed inC code 

The C code shall run at the command prompt. Begin by typing: "cd 

MA TLAB\work\FYP _ KMH\rtw\rsim" (by default), bringing us to the folder where 

the wimax_rtw.exe is located. The executable file can be run with different input files 

to show that it can accept various input signals. To run, type " wimax_rtw.exe - f 

input_real.mat=input_reall.mat -f input_imag.mat=input_ imagl.mat". The -f 

function replaces the original input file with another specified file. 

3.2.9 Validity of DSW and S&C in Xilinx blocks 

As usual, different values of timing offset and frequency offset shall be used to prove 

that the DSW and S&C blocks in Xilinx produce the correct results. One of the 

iterations shall be perfonned with timing offset of37 and frequency offset of 2.75 at 

30dB SNR. Another iteration shall be shown with timing offset of 64 and frequency 

offset of3.8 at 20dB SNR. These values are chosen at random. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Having elaborated the synchronization algorithms and how they are implemented, 

this chapter will present all the results from the simulations. Chapter 3 has mentioned 

the performance analysis approach that has been taken. For all time-domain plots, the 

y-axis represents the amplitude whereas the x-axis represents sample index. The 

results show that estimation of the timing, FFO, fFO and RCFO can be obtained even 

at low SNR. However, since the Channel Estimator is linear, it places a limit on the 

overall performance of the receiver. The receiver' s performance closely resembles 

the theoretical performance only at SNR 18dB or higher. Test results also prove that 

the implementation of the testbed in Simulink, C code and Xilinx give the accurate 

and expected results. 

4.1 Frame timing synchronization 

Figure 42 shows the decision metric for the double sliding window packet detection 

at 30dB (high SNR). mn will go up to a large value when the channel has low noise. 

When OFDM symbol slides into window A, the metric starts to rise and later will 

decline as it start to fiJI up window B. By observation, it is easy to identify the start of 

the OFDM frame. In this case, it is at sample no. 72. The peak of the metric is chosen 

to find the optimum timing. Since the window for the DSW is 16, therefore, the start 

of the frame occur 17 samples before the peak which is at sample no. 55. This 

matches the timing offset that has been set and thus estimation is correct. 

Figure 43 shows that even at low SNR (l5dB), there is no ambiguity of 

discerning the start of the frame. We can see that the peak occurs at the same sample 

no. as in Figure 43 only that the amplitude is lower. Double sliding window always 

produces a sharp peak even in cases where SNR is low. As proven in [2], it is a better 

algorithm compared to the S&C in determining timing offset. This is because the 
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S&C has a large ambiguity where any portion of the plateau can be used for 

detennining timing offset. 
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Figure 43 mn metric at SNR = 15dB 

Figure 44 shows the time domain plots implementing timing synchronization. 

The first plot shows the training symbol and data that has been deliberately delayed. 
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This can be seen from the A WGN noise in front of the frame. The signal no longer 

starts from the beginning of the simulation. The second plot shows the frame after 

timing synchronization. Observe that the A WGN noise preceding the frame is no 

longer there. Thus, the receiver has identified the start of the frame. 

Figure 44 Time domain plot before and after timing synchronization 

Figure 45 shows the perfonnance of the OSW in detennining the timing 

offset. The probability of false detection increases with lower SNR. Data traveling in 

an A WGN channel will have a lower probability of missing the peak compared to 

Rayleigh channels. In the model used in this FYP, the timing offset in Rayleigh 

channels can be detennined accurately when SNR is 14dB or higher. 
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Figure 45 Performance of timing offset estimator vs SNR 

4.2 Fractional frequency offset synchronization 

The Schmidt and Cox method is used to handle the fractional frequency offset. From 

the plot of -<P(d) at 30dB SNR (Figure 46 bottom), it is seen that this remain 

constant over where the plateau exists for the M(d) metric. Any point therefore can be 

chosen as the fractional frequency offset. Nevertheless, the optimum point would be 

to the angle of -<P(d) at the optimum timing which is at the end of the plateau. Figure 

47 shows the enlarge view ofthe -<P(d) angle and selecting the optimum point )'ields 

the fractional frequency offset (which is 0.35 in this simulation). Figure 48 and 49 

depict the same thing with SNR = 15dB. This show that even at low SNR. the 

Schmidt & Cox method can obtain a close estimation of FFO. As expected, with 

lower SNR, the error of the estimation increases. 
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Figure 46 M(d) and -<P(d) plots from Schmid! & Cox method at SNR = 30dB 
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Figure 47 Enlarged -<P(d) and resulting FFO plots for SNR = 30dB 
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Figure 48 M(d) and -<P(d) plots for Schmidt & Cox at SNR = 15dB 
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Figure 49 Enlarged -<P(d) and resulting FFO plots for SNR = l5dB 

Figure 50 indicates that the estimation becomes closer to the correct value at higher 

SNR. Therefore, getting the Mean Squared Error for A WON, Rayleigh at l OHz and 

I OOHz maximum doppler frequency of the estimation yields the following 
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perfonnance results. As expected, A WGN will give a lower MSE because it is 

assumed that the channel does not go through multipath fading. A higher Doppler 

frequency will affect the perfonnance of the FFO estimator as it causes the channel to 

change more rapidly. 

Figure 50 Estimation perfonnance of FFO estimator versus SNR 

4.3 Integer Frequency Offset synchronization 

Using a local copy of the TS, the incoming signal is correlated with it to discover the 

start of the frame in tenns of integer frequency offset. This correction must be done 

because the Schmidt and Cox technique only estimates the frequency offset up to one 

subcarrier spacing. In other words, only the fractional part of the frequency offset is 

detennined. Since we know that the TS preceeds the data, a correlation with itself 

will yield a peak at the start of the frame. As seen, there is a peak which occurs when 

the preamble is directly over the local copy. Calculating the shift will result in the 

integer frequency offset which will be used to correct the symbols. This is done b) 

just shifting the symbols. 

The peak is relatively easy to be found at high SNR (30dB) and at low SNR 

( 15dB). This peak always crosses a threshold value and can be identified as the peak. 
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Ln fact, when timing and fractional frequency offset are corrected accurately, finding 

the IFO always gives the right value even for very low SNR. 

Figure 51 Decision metric for IFO at SNR = 30dB 

Figure 52 Decision metric for lFO at SNR = 15dB 
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Assuming that the correct time and FFO estimates have already been done, 
the IFO estimator accurately detects the fFO and has a probability of false detection 
of more than zero only at SNR lower than 5dB. For AWGN, the probability is lower 
compared to testing involving Rayleigh channels. This is shown is Figure 53. 

1 4.-------.-------.-------~------~----,---------~ 
- --· AWGN 
---Reyielgh 10Hz 
- Rayleigh 100Hz 

1 2 . . . . 

~,: ::·:-::·r···: I r : ::r:::: :. · : .:: 
~ o' c.:- ::: ::~::: :: ::.::::: :' .:::.:::: : ··~···· : .. :::.:::.I :::.: :: .. ::::::.:: :::::::.: 
,, ..... , ....... ; ..................... !·····················:·····················:········ - ···r········· ...... . 

0 2 ··············\-·T······· ........... T .................. 1···················-r ................... r-····-........ . 
; ! ~ i i 

0o~-------~------1~o------~15------~~------~~~----~3o 
SNR[dB) 

Figure 53 Performance ofiFO estimator versus SNR 

4.4 Residual Carrier Frequency Offset Synchronization 

Figure 54 and 55 are graphs indicating the phase of pilot subcarriers. The RCFO can 

be obtained from the slope of the graph. This is from the Lth extension method which 

uses the difference in phase of pilot subcarriers for a current symbol and a symbol L 

distance away. Comparing the two figures, it is clear that at higher SNR, the accuracy 

of the slope that can be obtained is better. 
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Figure 54 Graph for phase of pilot subcarriers at SNR = 30dB 
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Figure 55 Graph for phase of pilot subcarriers at SNR = l5dB 

The MSE for the RCFO estimator will decrease as SNR increases. A higher 

Doppler frequency in Rayleigh channels will lead to a slightly higher MSE since 

higher Doppler means that the channel is changing faster. Though at I OHz and I OOHz 
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the channel remains coherent for the entire frame, the channel is only quasi-static and 

not fully static. Thus, at 1OOHz, the channel gains are changing faster and will affect 

the accuracy of the slope obtained from the graph. 
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Figure 56 Performance of RCFO estimator versus SNR 

4.5 Channel Estimation & Correction 

Linear channel estimation is performed by dividing the incoming TS with a local 

copy to obtain the channel estimates. This is used to correct the rest of the incoming 

data symbols. 

Figure 57 (left) shows the data at each subcarrier for one OFDM symbol 

before Channel Correction. Only the 200 subcarriers are shown in the diagram 

because only 200 subcarriers constitute the data subcarriers. It can be seen that this 

values are not the same as the ones transmitted (shown in Figure 58 (left)). Figure 57 

(right) also shows the Complex Channel Estimate for each subcarrier. 

Figure 58 (left) shows the data at each subcarrier for one OFDM symbol sent 

at the transmitter. Figure 58 (right) shows the data for the subcarriers after Channel 

Correction. It can be seen that this closely resembles the data sent at the transmitter 
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and can give correct demodulation of the data. 
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Figure 57 Real and imaginary plot for data before Channel Correction and the 
Channel Estimate at SNR = 30dB 
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Figure 58 Rea l and imaginary plot for data sent at transmitter and after Channel 
Correction at SNR = 30dB 

At low SNR (15dB), the channel estimate becomes inaccurate since it applies 
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linear channel estimation and correction. This is shown plot of data after channel 

correction. Figure 60 (left) shows the data at each subcarrier for one OFDM symbol 

sent at the transmitter at 15dB and it does not resemble the data for the subcarriers 

after Channel Correction shown in Figure 60 (right). 
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Figure 59 Real and imaginary plot for data before Channel Correction and the 
Channel Estimate at SNR = 15dB 
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Figure 60 Real and imaginary plot for data sent at transmitter and after Channel 
Correction at SNR = 15dB 
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For the performance of the channel estimator, the plot shows that at 18dB and above 

it gives fairly accurate estimates with low margin of error. However, for SNR lower 

than 18dB, the error increases exponentially. 
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Figure 61 Performance of Channel Estimator vs SNR 

4.6 Overall performance of Receiver 

Figure 62 shows the BER vs SNR plot when SNR is varied from 15dB to 30dB. From 

this plot, the receiver's performance closely resembles the theoretical performance at 

SNR J 8dB or higher. The theoretical performance of a WiMAX receiver is obtained 

from [I]. The Bit Error Rate is not satisfactory for lower SNR because a linear 

channel estimator is used. Although timing and frequency synchronization can be 

estimated to a fairly accurate results as shown earlier, the channel estimator is linear 

and the problem with this approach is that it not only inverses the channel but also the 

received noise. This noise enhancement can severely degrade the receiver' s 

performance at low SNR [1]. For Rayleigh multipath fading simulations, the BER is 

slightly higher than the theoretical values and gets higher with increasing maximum 

Doppler frequency. 
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Figure 62 BER vs SNR at the receiver of WiMAX testbed 

4.7 Validity test for WiMAX testbed in Simulink 

This testbed has been tested for the SUI-3 channel model with slow fading for various 

SNR and offsets. Two test cases have been chosen to demonstrate the results, though 

the model can correct any timing and frequency offset introduced: 

• Timing offset= 55 and Frequency offset = 2.35 at SNR = 30dB 

• Timing offset= 82 and Frequency offset= 3.77 at SNR = I 5dB 

ln1 

F1tq_offlet G~tn 

Frequency 
Offset 

Timo_olfset 

Figure 63 Introduction of timing and frequency offsets (Test Case I) 

Out1 

Using the To Workspace blocks, we can transfer simulation results to the 

Array Editor. From Figure 64, it is clear that the estimation for timing, FFO, RCFO 

and lFO are close to the values that have been introduced. Thus, synchronization has 

been achieved. The S&C method will only give an estimate of the FFO and the 

RCFO estimator is needed to correct any remaining offset. 
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Figure 64 Results of simulation in Array Editor (Test Case l) 

Figure 65 shows the scatter plot for the transmitter whereas Figure 66 shows 

the scatter plot at the receiver with all the corrections performed at 30dB. From 

Figure 66, we can see that this plot resembles the QPSK plot. At the transmitter, 

QPSK modulation was performed. No rotation occurs at the scatter plot of the 

receiver, therefore synchronization has been achieved. 
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Figure 65 Scatter plot at the transmitter 
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Figure 66 Scatter plot at the receiver with all corrections performed at SNR - 30dB 
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Figure 67 Introduction of timing and frequency offsets (Test Case 2) 

From Figure 68, the results show that the estimation for the offset are accurate 

and close to those introduced. Note that the FFO is negative because if the IFO is an 

odd number, the FFO will be Actual FF0-1 . However, this will not impact the results 

as the IFO estimated is 4. Summing this with the FFO will give the same value as the 

frequency offset introduced. 
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In Figure 70 and 71, by checking the Array Editor in MATLAB, it shows that the 

input data matches the output data. Thus the testbed is successful in sending and 

receiving the correct data. However, this testbed has its limitations as it cannot 

decipher the right data for SNR lower than 18dB due to the channel estimator which 

is linear . 
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Figure 70 Results in Array Editor showing input data matches output data (A) 
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Figure 71 Results in Array Editor showing input data matches output data (B) 

4.8 Validity test for WiMAX testbed inC codes 

The executable file generated using RTW will run from the command prompt outside 

Simulink environment. It attempts to show that the receiver can be running in the 

processor as a C code and accepts input from the antenna. In this case, the input will 

be MAT files that have been generated with the same parameters as Test Case 1 in 

the previous section. 

Figure 72 Screenshot ofwimax_rtw.exe running in Command Prompt 
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After the simulation has ended, a MAT file will be generated containing all 

the results. In this FYP, the file is named wimax_rtw.mat. By using MATLAB, we 

can view the results ofthe MAT file. This is shown is Figure 73 and as expected, the 

results are similar to Test Case 1 in the previous section. 
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Figure 73 Results in Array Editor from file wimax_rtw.mat 

Results shown in Figure 74 and 75 are displayed to show that they match 

Figure 70 and 7l. This means that the C code running in the Command Prompt is 

successful in synchronizing and obtaining the same data as the ones being sent. Note 

that variables that are simulated via RTW have a prefix of"rt_" in front. 
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4.9 Validity test for DSW and S&C in Xilinx blocks 

To show that the Double Sliding Window and Schmidl & Cox that are running with 

Xilinx blocks are functioning correctly, two more test cases are shown: 

• Timing offset= 37 and Frequency offset = 2.75 at SNR = 30dB 

• Timing offset= 64 and Frequency offset = 3.8 at SNR = 15dB 

The results are satisfactory for both cases as the estimation for timing and FFO are 

close to the values introduced. This means that the blocks are functioning as it should. 

Note that for IFO that an odd number, the FFO will be Actual FF0-1. 
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Figure 76 Introduction of timing and frequency offsets (Test Case 3) 
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Figure 77 Results of simulation in Array Editor (Test Case 3) 
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Figure 78 Introduction of timing and frequency offsets (Test Case 4) 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

This FYP has managed to reach all of its targeted objectives. I have designed the 

WiMAX testbed in Simulink according to the IEEE 802.16 standard consisting of a 

transmitter, channel and receiver. In other words, there is an end-to end 

implementation of the WiMAX system in Simulink. The base of the Simulink model 

is obtained from [14] and the Double Sliding Window and Schmid) & Cox blocks are 

obtained from [2]. My addition to the model is the design of the blocks for Timing 

Offset Correction, FFO Correction, IFO Estimation & Correction, RCFO Estimation 

& Correction as well as Channel Estimation & Correction. Furthermore, this FYP 

involves combining all these blocks using special control blocks to form a working 

testbed. With the software section of the project being completed, this FYP also has 

taken the first steps towards hardware implementation using two mainstream 

methods. Firstly, by converting the Simulink model into C codes via Real-Time 

Workshop. Secondly, is the translation of the DSW and the S&C in the Simulink 

model into Xilinx System Generator blocks. Using Xilinx blocks, the design can be 

converted into VHDL and bitstream and implemented in the FPGA. 

Performance analysis is also done for every section of the receiver. Results of 

validity tests are also shown to prove that the testbed using Simulink, C codes and 

Xilinx blocks are functioning correctly. The results show that this testbed is working 

well as it can obtain the right values for synchronization and correct the incoming 

data symbols with the output data matches the input data. This subjected to an SNR 

of 18dB or higher. As shown in the results, although the estimation blocks give the 

correct estimates for timing, FFO IFO and RCFO at much lower SNR, since the 

channel estimation is linear, it uses the inverse of the noise as well to correct the 
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incoming data. This means that if the noise level is too high, the estimates will be 

wrong and thus causing the data to be wrong. Therefore, channel estimation using a 

linear estimator can only work with SNR of 18dB or more. 

This testbed utilizes the Double Sliding Window for Timing estimation, the 

Schmid! & Cox method for FFO estimation. Correlation with the local copy of the TS 

is performed after FFT to obtain the IFO estimation and RCFO estimation uses the 

L'h extension method. Finally, linear estimation is performed to obtain knowledge 

about the channel. 

5.2 Recommendation 

First of all, my recommendation is to replace the channel estimation block with a 

non-linear estimator which is more robust and superior such as the LMS algorithm to 

give better performance in a real world system. Secondly, further work can be done 

on this project to continue converting all the Simulink blocks into Xilinx blocks and 

changing them into a bitstream. This can then be loaded into the FPGA for hardware

in-the-loop implementation. If rapid prototyping using RTW is to be implemented, 

conversion from analog data of the input into a format recognizable by the C program 

is necessary fully implement it in the hardware. 
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APPENDIX A 

CYCLIC PREFIX- FROM LINEAR CONVOLUTION TO 

CYCLIC CONVOLUTION 

Cotf(l.';;ider a d~;~llllltel inpud St;';que®ce x[u] = P[tJ], ..• ~ :1·[.N ~ L]of kngtB!J Nand a dist:rete-~Vvne channel with 
filllliVtc irnpuls~~ respon'ie (PrR} h[·1] = h[n].--. ~ h[/t] olf kngth p. + L = T,, (I.~. where T,., Us tilll.~ chan!"t~el delay 
.;;pn~atn ;~nd T~ d1e sampling: ~ime arssod}te~i with the ~iliscr~~'''! time s~~quence. The cydVc prefix lfor .r[n] is delined 
as ( .1·[N - [.r.J •.... :~:[N - 1] ~: Ud coosU':i'ts of the last fJ. v;.li.IUJ,~s of the: 1"[u] S(\1ueoce. For ~~ach input sequence 
of letllgdl ~v. t1~.,~~ ~c:r:<:.~ .1-• :':.:linl&Jio:~ are· :JJPfi<.':nt1led to th.e heg-inn~ng or thl.': "-CCJUIC!Ilrce. Thi!>. yfeM~ ,~ n.:!w seq~l<.':nc<?. 

i'[nJ. -I' :S u S N -1. ofle.>golu\i +1<. wl~ered·[-pJ ..... j'JN -!J ~ PJN -11[ ..... "'[N- L[. •·JuJ ..... "·[N -!J. 
<lS show® in FUg:urc 12.5. Node t~ad wW1 this ~11e1.1lnitil<.lfl • .i·f~~-J = J'['nh: lfor -p <.I! S N- L v .. dldctl ~mplie-.: thad 
}[u - kJ =· .1{11 - ~lr l~Jr -p ~- n - /.: S A' ~ L 

Ortgln.oll.,,qtjlll uq<~en«l 

----·-·-'' 

Figure 12.5: Cydk Prcli_x uf L.~ngth {L 

SiliJlJJO'"~~ i'[n J is iJ1R1l.OO. to:.• a. J~::<:CII'<~I!€-'--~Vme challliool with i mpub:e ft~sponsc h [n J- Th~~ d11atlliOO/ Olll!JUi: N[u], H :S 
11 <: N - 1 i;:;. tthet111 

!i[uJ j'[nJ·'• h[nJ 
1<-f 

L h[i.-J;,[u- l-J 
l,=:) 

,,-J 
L h[i·J r[u - l-J; 
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APPENDIXB 

M-FILE CONTAINING PARAMETERS FOR WIMAX TESTBED 

clear; 

genPoly = gf(1 ,8); 
foridx= 0: 15 

genPoly = conv(genPoly, [1 gf(2,8)•idx]); 
end 

primPoly = [1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1]; 

o/o------------------·---·---"·--
Ncbps = 384; 
Ncpc = 4; 
k = 0: Ncbps -1; 
mk = (Ncbps/12) * mod(k,12) + floor(k/12); 

s = ceii(Ncpc/2); 
jk = s * floor(mk/s) + mod(s, mk + Ncbps- floor(12 * mk/Ncbps)); 

[s,int_idx]=sortuk); 

O/o------------.. ----------------------------------------------------·-···----------
%Qf'SK Modulator 
Ry = ones(2, 1)"[+1 -1]; 
ly = [+1 -1]'*ones(1,2); 
qamconst = Ry + j * ly; 
qamconst = qamconst(:)/sqrt(2); 

o/o---------------.. ···----·-·-----------------·--------------------------------------
%training symbol 

train_sym = [1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1, 1,-1,-1 ,-1 ,-1, 1,1 ,-1 ,-1 ,-1, 1,-1, 1,-1,-1, 1,1, 1,1 ,-1, 1,-1,-1 ,-1, 1,1, 1,-1 ,-
1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-1,1,1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,-
1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,1,1,1,-1,1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,-1,1,-1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1,1,1,-1,-
1, 1, 1,-1, 1,-1 '1,-1, 1,1, 1, 1, 1, 1,-1]; 

train_sym_2_1 00 = [ zeros(1 ,201) ]; 

for (i = 2 : 2 : 201 ) 

train_sym_2_100 (i) = train_sym (i/2); 

end 

% train_sym_2_1 00 " train_sym_2_1 00(:); 

train_sym_2_128 = [zeros(1 ,28) train_sym_2_100 zeros(1 ,27)]; 

% training_symbol_.2 _ _128.time = []; 
% training_symbol_2_:128.signals(1).values = train_sym_2_128; 

% training_symbol_2_128.signals(l).dimensions = 256; 
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